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“ To  p e r p e t ua te  t h e  m e m o r y  o f  o u r 
s h i p m a t e s  w h o  g a v e  t h e i r  l i v e s  i n
the pursuit  of  duties  while  ser ving
their country. That their dedication,
d e e d s  a n d  s u p r e m e  s a c r i f i c e  b e  a
constant source of motivation toward 
g r e a t e r  a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s .  P l e d g e
loyalty and patriotism to the United
States of  America and its Constitution.”

Our good friend and highly experienced sonarman, Jive Turkey, continues to run one 
of the most interesting YouTube channels for anyone who is fascinated with the 
art of undersea warfare. A year ago, we featured an interview with Jive and posted 

some of the incredible “whiteboard” explainer videos he produces on everything subma-
rines. Just last summer, he filled us in on the unique danger fire poses to submariners and 
has lent his expertise to us even on some of the more “exotic” underwater issues. Now he 
has posted a fascinating explainer of the differences between propellers and pump-jet pro-
pulsors used for propulsion on submarines and how detecting them on sonar differs, as well.

Propellers and pump-jets are among the most important and sometimes sensitive compo-
nents of a submarine class. The highly intricate design art that gives birth to these systems 
balances efficiency and speed, and even weight, against acoustic signature. It’s a fascinating 
mix of material science, mechanical engineering, and hydrodynamics. 

Elaborate propeller configurations, some of which include unique vortex diffusers that you 

(concluded on page 7)
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USS Dolphin (AGSS-555) cruising on the surface. The deck crew emphasizes her compact size.

Veteran Sonarman Explains 
Why Pump-Jets Are Superior 
to Props on Modern Submarines
The propeller is increasingly giving way to the more complex  
pump-jet propulsor on larger submarines. Here’s why...
(Reproduced from The War Zone website - originally posted January 3, 2020)
by Tyler Rogoway

Editor’s Corner
I guess with the coming of 
Halloween (today, as I write this), 
the Trick or Treat trick continues 
to be on us in the form of all-time 
new high numbers of confirmed 
COVID cases. It’s spiking just as 
the doctors predicted, folks, so 
please stay home and stay safe as 
much as humanly possible. Hey, 
why not just raid the candy bowl 
for another KitKat bar?—Jeff
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Dave Vanderveen, 
Base Commander

From the Wardroom . . .

Shipmates and Ladies,

Our October meeting always includes Installation of newly elected 
Base officers, and we tried a new way to conduct the general meeting 

so our members could see that. Bill Moak suggested that we conduct our Board meeting 
at the WWII Submarine Memorial - West, then video conference the general meeting. 
Ed Barwick set his iPhone up as a HotSpot for internet access, and I linked my laptop 
to it and started Zoom. Unfortunately, when I sent the invitation to all of you to join 
Zoom, there was no response. So, I sent another invitation and still got no response. 
The ten of us gathered at the Memorial conducted the general meeting, including Willie 
Williamson, W/R District 6 Commander, swearing in the new Base officers. You will 
find the minutes of that meeting posted in this issue.

I regret that our collective ability was not sufficient to link all of you into the Zoom 
conference for the October meeting! We know COVID constraints will not be lifted 
soon, so we will plan our November meeting to be done via Zoom video conference, 
and I will set it up from my home where I know it will work.

Speaking of continuing constraints, even if COVID suddenly disappears before Thanks-
giving, we will not have sufficient time to plan and conduct our traditional Holiday 
gathering in December. Consequently, the Board decided to suspend that celebration 
for 2020. I apologize for that, and I will genuinely miss the opportunity to enjoy your 
company. That celebration has become one of my favorite events of Christmas season 
and the end-of-year holidays.

As our isolation (or at least separation) continues, most of our Base officers try to 
maintain contact with our members who cannot easily do so. We use what we call our 
“Sea Daddy List” for that. One of my calls recently was to Bill Dillon, who just joined us 
last year. We had a good 45-minute conversation, and I had just read a news story about 
one of Bill’s exploits in WWII. (You will find said story reproduced in this issue on page 
26.—ed.) He was part of the crew in USS Sailfish (SS-192) when she sank IJN Chuyo, an 
aircraft carrier. That ship was carrying survivors of USS Sculpin (SS-191), sunk in the 
Central Pacific. Only one U.S. sailor, George Rocek, survived the Chuyo’s sinking and 
Bill met George at a submarine reunion in 1987. Our conversation ranged over several 
topics, and I really enjoyed learning a first-hand story about one of the key events in 
submarine history from a fellow I know personally! You will find more about the Scul-
pin/Sailfish connection and the acquaintanceship between George and Bill in this issue 
of The Periscope. 

Like you, I am real tired of COVID’s disruption of people’s lives, and I miss day-to-day 
interaction among my friends and my shipmates. However, it seems the virus is in its 
third spread this year (new infections, though fortunately fewer fatalities), so please 
continue to protect yourselves. Manage your exposure to crowds, disinfect your hands 
and don’t touch your face. Wearing a mask near others continues to be thoughtful. 
Things will get better!

Dave Vanderveen
Commander  
Los Angeles-Pasadena Base
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(concluded on next page)

General Minutes of October 17, 2020 Meeting

Dave Vanderveen, Base Commander, opened the meeting at 1114 hrs., once again via Zoom, 
only this time from Ed Barwick’s hot spot, at the Memorial site, Seal Beach. While Dave was 
able to open Zoom, no one entered after his emailed instructions. (No transmitted invites 
were ever received.—ed.)

COB Ray Teare then led us in prayer with a benediction, followed by Dave’s request for a 
moment of silence for our departed shipmates.

Treasurer’s Financial Report: Mike Swanson

Mike Swanson provided an accounts update as of October 15, 2020 as follows:
 
Checking $8,543.89
Savings $14,883.93
Cash On Hand $50.00
Uncleared Checks: $00.00
Total $23,477.82
 
All vendors have been paid up-to-date.
 
Income: $100.00
Expenses: $215.00
 
Flower/Booster Club Donations:
 
Ken Dorn $100.00

Willie Made a motion to accept the Treasurer’s report, seconded by Ed, and moved by a voice 
vote.

WWII Memorial Report:

Dave mentioned that work on the halyard was completed by Weapons Station personnel. He 
also covered a SNAFU concerning a change in reporting Memorial income to National, but 
that all had been worked out. There are electrical and plumbing issues at the Memorial, and 
Dave and Paul are working toward resolution of those concurrently. As far as word on the 
Memorial Bricks, the status remains the same—JAG is still disallowing further action.

Willie then proceeded to swear in the newly elected Base Officers: Dave Vanderveen, Com-
mander; Ed Barwick, Vice Commander; Mike Swanson, Treasurer; Bill Moak, Secretary; Ray 
Teare, COB. Missing from the meeting was newly elected Committee Chair, Chuck Senior.

Willie then proceeded to bestow awards earned for: Meritorious Base Award, accepted by Bill 
Moak; Newsletter of the Year, Class II, accepted by Ray Teare in Jeff Porteous’ absence; and 
Robert Link Award to Dave Vanderveen. A proud moment for the L.A.-Pasadena Base.

Holiday Luncheon:

Dave announced that given the unknown status of COVID in December, it was unanimously 
decided by the E-Board that this year’s Holiday Luncheon would be cancelled. Dave passed 
that along to members present, and will broadcast an email concerning same promptly to all 
members.
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For the Good of the Order:

Bill wondered about low participation in our Zoom meetings, but Dave assured we were 
actually doing quite well in comparison to other bases nationally.   

Dave mentioned a response from Bill Dillon, and specifically concerning the Tang. Bill 
revealed that many submariners wished not to serve aboard Tang at the time, due to the 
aggressive nature of Tang’s Commander, O’Kane. 

Dave mentioned the loss of an American Legion and Veteran’s Motorcycle group member 
who had attended our Memorials—Jerry Bayless. He had succumbed to COVID-19.   

Mike suggested we do something post-COVID, such as get together at the Memorial site 
for a picnic-type gathering, perhaps catered.  

Dave mentioned our planned acknowledgement of the end of WWII, and that it was just 
another planned event disappointingly quashed by the pandemic.

With nothing further to address, Mike motioned to adjourn, seconded by Ray, and 
unanimously passed by all at 1137 hrs.

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Moak
Secretary, L.A.-Pasadena Base, USSVI

General Minutes of October 17, 2020 Meeting...
(concluded from previous page)

Ad Back by  

Popular Demand!

Just the Place for 
Killer MidRats!
Hey, know anyone on boats out 
of New London? Or, planning 
a visit to Groton yourself? 
Drop anchor at this local dive: 
Wings’n’Pies at 924 Route 12, 
just down the road from the 
Base’s Main Gate. Your editor 
enjoys firsthand knowledge 
that the pizzas here are some 
of the tastiest and sloppiest 
around. Forget those extra 
napkins—just wipe your  
greasy fingers on your shirt 
and they’ll think you’ve been 
hanging out with the A-Gang!

Rich Nelson 
Receives Eternal 
Patrol Orders
National Commander Wayne 
Standerfer reports the following 
sad news. (Dave Vanderveen 
passed it along on 9/28 because 
some of us knew Rich Nelson.) 

“With deep regret I have to 
inform you that my very close 
friend and our past National 
Parliamentarian Richard 
(Rich) Nelson passed away this 
morning from a heart attack.”

Our submarine community 
indeed mourns his loss and sends 
our heartfelt condolences to 

Rich’s friends and family.—ed. 
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L O S  A N G E L E S  -  P A S A D E N A  B A S E 

2020 FLOWER FUND
and BOOSTER CLUB 
A special thank you to the following folks whose generous contributions this year have  
helped make our Base activities and charitable functions possible:

Booster Club and Flower Fund donations are welcome in any 
amount and are often also popular with 50/50 Drawing win-

ners at our Base meetings. Contributions can be made in 
cash or by check payable to L.A.-Pasadena Base of USSVI. 

Checks may also be sent to Mike Swanson at 1149 W. Santa 
Cruz Street, San Pedro, CA  90731. To ensure proper credit,  

be sure to indicate Booster Club or Flower Fund on your check.

USSVI Logo Patch 
(9¾x6¾)

$11.00 ea. 

Holland Club 
Member Patch (3x3)

$6.00 ea. 

L.A.-Pasadena 
Base Patch 

(3¾x5)
$5.00 ea. 

Ship’s Store

Get in touch with our Storekeeper, Jack Mahan,  
at 714-349-5878 for more purchasing information.

Our ever-popular L.A.-Pasadena Base 
“Submarine Service” tees are once 
again selling like fresh whites after 
a fall down the pump room hatch! 
Now a mere ten bucks apiece, there’s 
no reason not to have a closetful. 
Contact Jack Mahan for yours, or 
just bring a few extra bucks to the 
next meeting, you skinflint!

Ken Dorn (x7!) • George Walrath • William Long 
Sam Aboulafia • Skip Loveless • Harold Staggs (x2) 

 • Mike Swanson • Mike Varalyai

New Reduced Price on T-Shirts!

Base Birthdays
in November…
We hereby extend the happiest
of wishes to all our L.A.-Pasa-
dena Base birthday celebrants!

We’re always watching 
for good stuff for 

The Periscope. 
Won’t you  

submit  
something? 

—ed.

Nov. M
tg. to

 be 

Zoom Video Conference 

(See details
 on Chapte

r N
ews p

age.)

Bill Long ......................... 11/1 
Rex Shields ...................... 11/1
Gary Lee Wing ................ 11/4
Wally Walrath ................. 11/7
Bobby Mahaffey ............. 11/9
Dick Traser ................... 11/11
Jud Scott ....................... 11/16
Ed Arnold ..................... 11/21
Matt Turner .................. 11/22
Cheese Cheesebrough .. 11/22
Larry Butler .................. 11/29
Ray Teare ....................... 11/30

Nov.  
Meeting

Date: Nov. 21, 2020

Again this month, our 
usual base meeting will be 

conducted as a Zoom video 
conference. This software for 
internet-based meetings has 
been working well for many 
groups wanting or needing 

to remain “face-to-face” 
during the global pandemic. 
See the Chapter News page 

for details. Hope to see your 
smiling face among the crowd! 

2021 Calendars Coming Soon!
Order yours through the USSVI web-
site or watch for details in American 
Submariner. Don’t miss out! 
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New Year’s Day 

SCORPION (SS-278)  1944

ARGONAUT (SS-166)  1943

SWORDFISH (SS-193)  1945

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

S-36 (SS-141)  1942 

 *S-26 (SS-131)  1942

January 2021      (Five Submarines and 318 men lost)Sunday 
Monday 

Tuesday 
Wednesday 

Thursday 
Friday 

Saturday 

31

e a C
t if?” where a Russian insurrection threatens a rebel nuclear strike on America, and the U.S. Navy ballistic 

ub at the crisis’ forefront misses the key part of a message commanding her to preemptively launch her weapons. Does she go 

ahead and fire, perhaps saving her country yet risking global holocaust? Or does she work toward completed communications, truly 

expecting a full stand-down? Hollywood favorites Denzel Washington and Gene Hackman lock horns over this end-of-the-world  

scenario in a movie of nightmare action. But the Navy would not condone its perceived realism by cooperating with the production.  

So director Tony Scott was actually quite lucky in acquiring a shot of the submerging Ohio-class USS Alabama (SSBN-731—the sub 

of the story, hence the “Crimson Tide” reference). Elsewhere in the film, this missile sub is “played by” USS Barbel (SS-580), a retired 

diesel-electric boat already partially scrapped at the time. In fact, the dockside scene where the captain addresses his crew was actually 

filmed at the scrapyard, where a plywood mockup of the conning tower was erected in place of the one already missing from Barbel.

“Underway on Nuclear Power”—  Eugene P. Wilkinson CO – USS Nautilus

The scene in which the USS Alabama is diving for the first time,  
is footage of the real Alabama submerging.

USS BARBEL (SS -580)

USS Barbel, the lead ship in the Navy's last class of conventionally-powered submarines built in the 20th century, was commissioned on 17 January 1959. In January 1961, 

Barbel entered the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard for alterations which moved her diving planes from the hull near the bow to the submarine's sail. In 1973 Barbel’s weapons 

division set a SUBPAC record for successfully shooting 118 torpedoes that year and was awarded the Battle Efficiency "E". In 1978 She succeeded in a simulated "sinking" of  

the aircraft carrier Enterprise (CVN-65) during Exercise RIMPAC. From 1988 until her decommissioning in 1989, Barbel was commanded by Commander William F. Bundy 

who was the first African-American Navy enlisted man to rise to become a submarine commander.
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UNITED STATES SUBMARINE FORCE LOSSES
ON ETERNAL PATROL

“I can assure you that they went down fighting and that their brothers who survived  
them took a grim toll of our savage enmy to avenge their deaths.”

— Vice Admiral Charles A. Lockwood, USN

WE REMEMBER  For those who gave their lives in defense of our country    WE REMEMBER

JUNE TOLLING OF THE BOATS

USS HERRING (SS-233)
Lost on 1 June 1944 with the loss of 80 men near Matsuwa Island. Herring was on her eighth war patrol and was  
conducting a surface attack when a shore battery spotted her and made two direct hits on her conning tower,   
causing her loss. Herring was the only U.S. submarine sunk by a land battery.

USS R-12 (SS-89)
Lost on 12 June 1943 with the loss of 42 men near Key West, Florida during a practice torpedo approach. The cause 
was probably due to flooding through a torpedo tube. The CO and two other men on the bridge survived, as did 18 
crew members on liberty at the time of the accident.

USS GOLET (SS-361)
Lost on 14 June 1944 with the loss of 82 men. On her second war patrol, Golet was apparently lost in battle with 
antisubmarine forces north of Honshu.

USS BONEFISH (SS-223)
Lost on 18 June 1945 with the loss of 85 men when sunk near Suzu Misaki. A recipient of three Navy Unit Citations,  
Bonefish was on her eighth war patrol. After sinking a passenger-cargoman, Bonefish was subjected to a savage depth 
charge attack. She was the last SubPac submarine lost in World War II.

USS S-27 (SS-132)
Lost on 19 June 1942 when it grounded off Amchitka Island. S-27 was on the surface in poor visibility, charging  
batteries and drifted into the shoals. When she could not be freed and started listing, the captain got the entire crew  
to shore (400 yards away) in relays using a three-man rubber raft. The entire crew was subsequently rescued. 

USS O-9 (SS-70)
Lost on 20 June 1941 with the loss of 34 men when it foundered off Isle of Shoals, 15 miles from Portsmouth, NH.

USS HERRING (SS 233) USS R-12 (SS 89) USS GOLET (SS 361)
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to shore (400 yards away) in relays using a three-man rubber raft. The entire crew was subsequently rescued. 

USS O-9 (SS-70)
Lost on 20 June 1941 with the loss of 34 men when it foundered off Isle of Shoals, 15 miles from Portsmouth, NH.

USS HERRING (SS 233) USS R-12 (SS 89) USS GOLET (SS 361)

USS BONEFISH (SS 223) USS S-27 (SS 132) USS O-9 (SS  70)
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“I can assure you that they went down fighting and that their brothers who survived  
them took a grim toll of our savage enmy to avenge their deaths.”

— Vice Admiral Charles A. Lockwood, USN
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USS HERRING (SS-233)
Lost on 1 June 1944 with the loss of 80 men near Matsuwa Island. Herring was on her eighth war patrol and was  
conducting a surface attack when a shore battery spotted her and made two direct hits on her conning tower,   
causing her loss. Herring was the only U.S. submarine sunk by a land battery.

USS R-12 (SS-89)
Lost on 12 June 1943 with the loss of 42 men near Key West, Florida during a practice torpedo approach. The cause 
was probably due to flooding through a torpedo tube. The CO and two other men on the bridge survived, as did 18 
crew members on liberty at the time of the accident.

USS GOLET (SS-361)
Lost on 14 June 1944 with the loss of 82 men. On her second war patrol, Golet was apparently lost in battle with 
antisubmarine forces north of Honshu.

USS BONEFISH (SS-223)
Lost on 18 June 1945 with the loss of 85 men when sunk near Suzu Misaki. A recipient of three Navy Unit Citations,  
Bonefish was on her eighth war patrol. After sinking a passenger-cargoman, Bonefish was subjected to a savage depth 
charge attack. She was the last SubPac submarine lost in World War II.

USS S-27 (SS-132)
Lost on 19 June 1942 when it grounded off Amchitka Island. S-27 was on the surface in poor visibility, charging  
batteries and drifted into the shoals. When she could not be freed and started listing, the captain got the entire crew  
to shore (400 yards away) in relays using a three-man rubber raft. The entire crew was subsequently rescued. 

USS O-9 (SS-70)
Lost on 20 June 1941 with the loss of 34 men when it foundered off Isle of Shoals, 15 miles from Portsmouth, NH.

USS HERRING (SS 233) USS R-12 (SS 89) USS GOLET (SS 361)

USS BONEFISH (SS 223) USS S-27 (SS 132) USS O-9 (SS  70)
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causing her loss. Herring was the only U.S. submarine sunk by a land battery.
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Lost on 12 June 1943 with the loss of 42 men near Key West, Florida during a practice torpedo approach. The cause 
was probably due to flooding through a torpedo tube. The CO and two other men on the bridge survived, as did 18 
crew members on liberty at the time of the accident.

USS GOLET (SS-361)
Lost on 14 June 1944 with the loss of 82 men. On her second war patrol, Golet was apparently lost in battle with 
antisubmarine forces north of Honshu.

USS BONEFISH (SS-223)
Lost on 18 June 1945 with the loss of 85 men when sunk near Suzu Misaki. A recipient of three Navy Unit Citations,  
Bonefish was on her eighth war patrol. After sinking a passenger-cargoman, Bonefish was subjected to a savage depth 
charge attack. She was the last SubPac submarine lost in World War II.

USS S-27 (SS-132)
Lost on 19 June 1942 when it grounded off Amchitka Island. S-27 was on the surface in poor visibility, charging  
batteries and drifted into the shoals. When she could not be freed and started listing, the captain got the entire crew  
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Lost on 20 June 1941 with the loss of 34 men when it foundered off Isle of Shoals, 15 miles from Portsmouth, NH.
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UNITED STATES SUBMARINE FORCE LOSSES
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“I can assure you that they went down fighting and that their brothers who survived  
them took a grim toll of our savage enmy to avenge their deaths.”

— Vice Admiral Charles A. Lockwood, USN

SEPEMBER TOLLING OF THE BOATS

For those who gave their lives in defense of our country

WE REMEMBER

USS S-5 (SS-110)

USS GRAYLING (SS-209)

USS S-51 (SS-162)

USS S-5 (SS-110)
Lost on 1 September 1920 when a practice dive went wrong and she sank 
bow-first, with her stern showing above the water. In a dramatic adventure, 
her exhausted crew was rescued during the next few days. Salvage attempts 
were unsuccessful, and S-5 settled to the bottom and was abandoned.

USS GRAYLING (SS-209)
Lost on 9 September 1943 with the loss of 76 men near the Tablas Strait. 
Grayling was on her eighth war patrol and sank two ships before being lost.

USS S-51 (SS-162)
Lost on 25 September 1925 with the loss of 32 men when it was sunk after 
collision with SS City of Rome off Block Island.

USS CISCO (SS-290)
Lost on 28 September 1943 on her first war patrol with the loss of 76 men 
in the Sulu Sea west of Mindinao. 

USS CISCO (SS-290)
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bow-first, with her stern showing above the water. In a dramatic adventure, 
her exhausted crew was rescued during the next few days. Salvage attempts 
were unsuccessful, and S-5 settled to the bottom and was abandoned.

USS GRAYLING (SS-209)
Lost on 9 September 1943 with the loss of 76 men near the Tablas Strait. 
Grayling was on her eighth war patrol and sank two ships before being lost.

USS S-51 (SS-162)
Lost on 25 September 1925 with the loss of 32 men when it was sunk after 
collision with SS City of Rome off Block Island.
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USS ALBACORE (SS-218)
Lost on 7 November 1944 with the loss of 86 men when she was sunk off northern Hokkaido. Winner of two  
Presidential Unit Citations, Albacore was on her 11th war patrol and struck a mine while running submerged near 
a Japanese patrol craft that had detected her.

USS GROWLER (SS-215)
Lost on 8 November 1944 with the loss of 84 men when she was sunk in the South China Sea. Winner of two Navy 
Unit Commendations, Growler was on her 12th war patrol, and was lost while attacking a convoy, probably as a 
result of a depth charge attack or victim of a circular run by one of her own torpedoes.

USS SCAMP (SS-277)
Lost on 9 November 1944 with the loss of 83 men near Tokyo Bay. On her 8th war patrol, she may have been  
damaged by a mine and was trailing oil, which helped Japanese coast defense vessels locate her and destroy her  
with depth charges.

USS CORVINA (SS-226)
Lost on 16 November 1943 with the loss of 82 men when she was sunk just south of Truk. Corvina was on her first 
war patrol and appears she was lost to the torpedoes of a Japanese submarine.
USS SCULPIN (SS-191) 
Lost on 19 November 1943 with the loss of 40 men near Truk. Severly damaged by depth charges after attacking an  
enemy convoy, Sculpin continued to fight on the surface. When the captain was killed, the crew abandoned ship and 
scuttled Sculpin. Forty-one men were taken prisoner; only 21 survived the war. Among those not abandoning ship 
was CAPT Cromwell, aboard as a potential wolfpack commander, he rode Sculpin down, fearing that vital information 
in his possession might be compromised under torture. For this, CAPT Cromwell was posthumously awarded the 
Congressional Medal of Honor.

USS ALBACORE (SS-218) USS GROWLER (SS-215)

USS SCAMP (SS-277) USS CORVINA (SS-226) USS SCULPIN (SS-191)
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USS S-5 (SS-110)
Lost on 1 September 1920 when a practice dive went wrong and she sank 
bow-first, with her stern showing above the water. In a dramatic adventure, 
her exhausted crew was rescued during the next few days. Salvage attempts 
were unsuccessful, and S-5 settled to the bottom and was abandoned.

USS GRAYLING (SS-209)
Lost on 9 September 1943 with the loss of 76 men near the Tablas Strait. 
Grayling was on her eighth war patrol and sank two ships before being lost.

USS S-51 (SS-162)
Lost on 25 September 1925 with the loss of 32 men when it was sunk after 
collision with SS City of Rome off Block Island.

USS CISCO (SS-290)
Lost on 28 September 1943 on her first war patrol with the loss of 76 men 
in the Sulu Sea west of Mindinao. 

USS CISCO (SS-290)
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collision with SS City of Rome off Block Island.
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Pump-Jets Replacing Props
(concluded from page 1)

can read all about here, are still commonplace on many subma-
rines, but the pump-jet, with its unique advantages, has become 
increasingly in demand on larger submarines. Most importantly, 
they allow for higher speeds without noisy cavitation—which is 
a huge advantage when it comes to keeping from being detected 
while traversing vast swathes of ocean. 

Pump-jet propulsors also feature better efficiency across most 
all but the low-end of a submarine’s performance envelope. 

They protect the blade elements contained 
within them. They can also be handy in 
shallow water, especially if they have a 
nozzle or deflecting surfaces for thrust 
vectoring. There are drawbacks, as well. 
They are heavy, making them ill-suited 
for many smaller submarine designs, and 
they are costlier and more complex than a 
propeller. 

Regardless, the pump-jet has come into its 
own after decades of far less widespread, 
but often experimental use. Two-thirds of 
the Royal Navy’s Trafalgar class and later 
the U.S. Navy’s Seawolf class were among 

the first standard production submarine designs to rely on the 
pump-jet propulsor configuration. Today, many other classes 
have followed suit. 

The U.S. Navy’s Virginia class uses a similar arrangement, as 
will the upcoming Columbia-class nuclear ballistic missile 
submarine currently in development. Overseas, the feature is 
becoming far more commonplace among allied and non-allied 
designs, with pump-jets being found of boats like the Russian 
Borei class and French Barracuda class.

With that being said, I’ll let Jive better explain the differences 
between the propulsion types, es-
pecially in regards to their tell-tail 
sound signature, in this awesome 
explainer video:

https://youtu.be/mv0RjBfs-7c

Contact the author:  
Tyler@thedrive.com

The Royal Navy’s Astute class is equipped with a pumpjet.

German Type 212 screw with its boss vortex diffuser. 

Above and below: Russia modified a single Kilo-class diesel-electric 
submarine, B-871 Alrosa, with a fairly advanced pump-jet design.
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(continued on next page)

Island in the Bahamas on the condition that the Royal 
Navy would have access, as well. Shore facilities were under 
construction for three years, operated and maintained by 
the RCA Corporation. The Electric Boat Division of Gen-
eral Dynamics built two deep-sea submersibles to install 
the hydrophone ranges. In 1966, the Andros Ranges were 
officially renamed the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evalua-
tion Center, or AUTEC for short. 

The Bahamas achieved full independence from the United 
Kingdom in 1973 and the U.S. State Department negoti-
ated a new agreement to use the range. After 1988, the U.S. 
Government agreed to lease the land (and water space) 
annually from the Bahamian Government.

Located 100 miles southeast of Florida, AUTEC Site 1 
is based on Andros Island. The topography just off the 
east coast of Andros plummets to about 1,000 fathoms—
roughly 6,000 feet—in a north to south corridor called 
“The Tongue of the Ocean.” In this 500 square mile hockey 

How Submarines Regularly 
‘Fight to the Death’ Off the Bahamas

Just like how Navy planes have vast instrumented ranges for aerial wargames,
 submarines have one too, and it is arguably even more impressive. 
(Reproduced from The War Zone website—originally posted April 20, 2020)

by Aaron Amick

The Bahamas are home to white beaches, sun-
scorched tourists, towering cruise ships, and the 
United States Navy’s most advanced weapons and 

sensor testing range. Beneath the revealing partygoers 
dancing on the lido deck, submarines sail quietly through 
the Northeast Providence Channel into a secure area 
called the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center, 
or AUTEC. 

Just like how Navy aircraft fight mock aerial wars over 
instrumented ranges where each player’s every move is 
tracked, those that deal in the shadowy art of subma-
rine and anti-submarine warfare have a similar place 
in AUTEC. Here the Navy develops submarine-related 
tactics and weapons, validates the signatures of their own 
boats, and of course, fights mock undersea battles, push-
ing submariners to their limits.  

In 1963, the United States entered a joint agreement with 
the United Kingdom to develop the Ranges of Andros 

USN photo.
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Sub War Games in the Bahamas
(continued from previous page)

(continued on next page)

stick-shaped area, the Navy tests some of its most ad-
vanced sensors, weapons, and tactics.

The test range is surrounded by shoals and islands limiting 
the amount of ambient noise. This makes the range very 
quiet and perfect for testing submarines and associated 
weaponry. 

Two ranges are used for submerged testing: Shallow Water 
Mine Field near Berry Islands and Deep Water Testing 
Range (formerly STAFAC) southeast of Andros. 

Large fields of sound-sensitive hydrophones monitor the 
submerged tests. High-gain measurement systems (HGMS) 
are used to ensure sound silencing standards are met after 

Close-up of Site 1 on Andros Island.

A helicopter passes over the nuclear-powered attack submarine 
USS Pittsburgh (SSN-720) shortly after the vessel surfaced off the 
coast of Andros, The Bahamas during an emergency surface drill.

The conn aboard the USS Seawolf (SSN-21).

USN photo.

Google Earth

National Archives
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Sub War Games in the Bahamas
(continued from previous page)

(continued on next page)

a submarine’s maintenance period because changes to 
existing equipment and installation of new equipment can 
significantly change a submarine’s sound signature. 

During a signature profile measurement, a submarine 
slowly drives between a pair of submerged arrays that mea-
sure mechanical and flow noise. This is a very slow process 
as the sub must be configured with different equipment 
line ups between recordings. The result is an exact sound 
measurement level of the submarine performing a variety 
of evolutions. You can read all about this critical technol-
ogy and its uses in a past War Zone feature.

The deep-water testing range is broken into two zones, 
North Range and South Range. They can support multiple 
simultaneous tests and mini-war game events—when you 
get two or more submarines on the range, there’s going to 
be a mock battle. Both crews want to test their skill against 
the other and this tactical interaction is good for morale 
and qualifications. 

These little skirmishes between nuclear fast attack subma-
rines (SSNs) are not only encouraged, they are scheduled. 
The Undersea Warfighting Development Center is respon-

sible for formulating, improving, and testing submarine 
tactics. Some of this is done at AUTEC. Two or more sub-
marines would be fitted with Noise Augmentation Units 
(NAU) and meet down on the range for a ‘mini-war.’ 

The NAU allowed American submarines to sound like any 
other submarine, from a Soviet-era Victor III to a Chinese 
Han nuclear-powered attack submarine. Scenarios involv-
ing anti-submarine warfare (ASW) aircraft and NATO 
submarines would hunt the ‘red force’ adversary sub play-
ing the bad guy for days using new tactical approaches. 
These real-world tests were recorded in a 3D model in the 
AUTEC command building and analyzed for effectiveness. 
From these ‘mini-wars,’ NATO submarine tactical doctrine 
is molded and improved upon.

The Fleet Operational Readiness Accuracy Check Site 
(FORACS) coordinates all tests on these versatile ranges. 
They are responsible for measuring the performance of 
sensors and navigation equipment installed on surface 
ships, submarines, and aircraft. With radar sites around 
the island and multiple fields of seafloor-moored hydro-

Mk 46 exercise torpedo being recovered.

A Sikorsky S-61N helicopter, attached to Atlantic Undersea Test 
and Evaluation Center, recovers a Mk 54 recoverable exercise tor-
pedo during a submarine command course in the Atlantic Ocean, 
Nov. 10, 2018. Abraham Lincoln Carrier Strike Group (CSG) 
cruiser-destroyer (CRUDES) units are completing a Surface 
Warfare Advanced Tactical Training exercise (SWATT). SWATT 
is led by the Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development 
Center and is designed to increase warfighting proficiency,  
lethality and interoperability of participating units.

USN photo.

USN photo.
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phones, the Range Safety Officer can watch every vessel and 
aircraft on the range in real-time. He is in constant voice 
communication with all aircraft, range craft, ships, and 
subs via radio and underwater communication systems.

Submarines from eight NATO countries come to verify 
their performance in a real-world environment, too. It is 
common for a United States Navy sub to be paired with 
a Royal Navy sub for equipment tests and 
sound measurements. If there are no delays, 
there is usually time at the end of the test 
schedule for the two vessels to go head-
to-head in an undersea mock battle. This 
is when both crews can demonstrate their 
tactical prowess against an equal foe.  

During a mock battle, the surface range 
craft leave the area and the submarines 
are allowed to enter the same water space, 
but are limited to different depth zones 
to prevent a collision. Battlestations are 
maintained for hours as two submarines 
slowly maneuver around each other in their 
quietest posture. 

When two of the world’s quietest subma-
rines spar, it results in very close encounters. 
Sonar teams listen and scan for any noise 
that might give their opponent away. When 
detection is recognized, the sonar operator 
designates it “sierra one” (designation for 
an assigned sonar contact). The sonar supervisor calls out 
bearing, estimated course, and range based on only a few 
seconds of data. The approach officer, usually the Com-
manding Officer, initiates “firing point procedures sierra 
one, tube two,” referring to what torpedo tube to shoot).

The weapons officer designates sierra one as the system 
contact and enters a target solution into the console. This 
data is sent to the exercise weapon in torpedo tube two. 
The weapon is powered on, torpedo gyros rapidly spin up, 
an internal system check is run, and the fire control solu-
tion data is set in memory. “Solution set!” is confirmed at 
fire control.

The flooded torpedo tube is equalized to current depth 
pressure and the outer door is opened. “Weapon ready!” 
is announced by the weapons officer. The diving officer 
declares “Ship ready!” The captain authorizes launch with 
a short command, “Shoot tube two.” Torpedo launch is 
confirmed with the rumble of thousands of pounds of 
air forcing several hundred gallons of seawater into and 

through the torpedo tube. “Weapon startup” is confirmed 
from sonar when a new trace appears at the top of the dis-
play. “Wire clearance maneuver complete, weapon running 
normally.” Is verified by the sonar team. 

This entire frequently drilled performance is done in un-
der 45 seconds.

Because the target submarine is expected to counter fire. 
The command wire is cut leaving the torpedo to execute 
its orders within preset parameters and torpedo evasion 
begins. Countermeasures are launched and the submarine 
races away from contact. The target submarine will not 
have time to evade a well-placed shot at this short range.

Exercise torpedoes will not actually hit a target as this can 
be extremely dangerous and would destroy the weapon. 
After a successful hit is confirmed by the weapon’s logic 
circuit, it will shut itself down and float to the surface. To 
become a warshot, a training torpedo must have multiple 
successful attacks at AUTEC.

After each encounter, the torpedo retriever range craft 
drives in and picks up the floating exercise torpedo. This 
can take an hour or more and gives each crew a chance to 
debrief the attack and evasion in the control room. A more 
thorough reconstruction is done later with AUTEC’s range 
information showing exactly what happened during the 
event. This post maneuver evaluation is used to identify 

A Tomahawk Land Attack Missile (TLAM) is launched from the USS Florida 
(SSBN-728), during Giant Shadow, a Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)/
Naval Submarine Forces Experiment, conducted off the coast of the Bahamas.

USN photo.
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key moments of the engagement and results in better tacti-
cal performance in the future.

AUTEC’s secure location makes it ideal for weapons test-
ing. The Mk 46, Mk 48 ADCAP, and Mk 50 torpedoes are 
tested here. Intermediate maintenance facilities for torpe-
does and the Mk 30 target are located on Andros Island. 
Anti-Torpedo technology that is currently in development 
is also supported by Site 1. 

The range’s highly accurate positioning data can identify 
if a weapon is not performing as expected. The main site 
also has research, development, test and evaluation facili-
ties called Range User Buildings that can support military 
contractor projects. This provides the contractor teams the 
ability to rapidly correct and modify devices during their 
onsite test time.

A more recent addition to the north end of the range is a 
shallow water minefield near Berry Island. With a grow-
ing demand for littoral operations, submarine crews are 
spending more time near minefields, deploying special 
forces, and operating in shallow water. The shallow water 

minefield was key in developing the Navy’s submarine 
mine detection equipment and crew proficiency. The AN/
BQS-15 and AN/BSY-1 sonar systems performed at a 60%-
90% mine detection rate. Improved training and equip-
ment upgrades in the ARCI phase IV sonar system resulted 
in greater than 90% mine detection.

Military contractors like SeaTrepid provide Remote Oper-
ated Vehicles that are used to practice Mine Countermea-
sures (MCM). These tethered vehicles swim out over 100 
meters from the SSN and detect mines. ROVs and Un-
manned Underwater Vehicles (UUV) significantly extend 
the sensor capabilities of today’s submarines, in general.

AUTEC is also home to an advanced Electronic Warfare 
Threat Simulator. This system provides a real-time, dy-
namic and complex electromagnetic environment for the 
range. 21st-century battlespace is more complex than ever 
before. Jamming and spoofing targets are part of the fight. 
This capability adds another layer of realism to perfor-
mance testing.

All of the test planning and coordination are done by the 

USS Alexandria SSN-757 operating off of Andros Island.

Sub War Games in the Bahamas
(continued from previous page)

USN photo.
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Custom-Made Deluxe Rare Wood 
Ballpoint Pens from Dennis Bott
Everyone’s favorite craftsman—our woodwork-
ing shipmate, Dennis Bott—hereby announces his 
latest project: a selection of custom-made deluxe 
submarine-themed twist-type ballpoint pens, now 
for sale as a base fundraiser. They are made of 
exotic hardwoods and feature Dolphin pocket clips 
in silver or gold. Cost is $35 each (half goes to the 
base, the other half covers Dennis for his materi-
als). They are available to order now. Please contact 
Dennis directly at 562-355-0230 with your interest 
and to arrange payment and shipping or pickup. 

6) Bahia Rosewood (Patagonia) 
5) Olivewood (Jerusalem)

4) Lacewood/Leopardwood (Aust.) 
3) Brazilian Rosewood

2) Rosewood (Indonesia) 1) Ebony (Gabon) 

Fundraiser for
the Base!

Sub War Games in the Bahamas
(concluded from previous page)

AUTEC offices in West Palm Beach, Florida. This is where 
teams prepare their test plan, assemble their personnel 
and take a short flight to the island. Access to the island is 
limited to a daily flight from West Palm Beach airport or a 
charter flight.

Site 1 is more than just a proving ground, it is an opera-
tional naval base. Andros Island supports drug enforce-
ment Operation Bahamas, Turks and Caicos (OPBAT) 
with the U.S. Coast Guard. AUTEC was the primary 
logistic location after Hurricane Dorian decimated the Ba-
hamas in September, 2019. Andros Airport and Site 1’s 12 
helicopter pads were a key part of life-saving operations.

AUTEC is the United States Navy’s premier submarine 

warfare proving ground. Crews who train here experience 
the most realistic warfighting training possible in a peace-
time environment. The lessons learned at AUTEC change 
how America’s submarine and anti-submarine forces fight, 
ensuring that they can win any battle now or in the fore-
seeable future.

Aaron Amick is a retired U.S. Navy submarine sonarman. 
He served in both Atlantic and Pacific Oceans on 688 Los 
Angeles class fast attack and Ohio class ballistic missile sub-
marines. He has published two audiobooks on Cold War- 
era submarines, Akula SSN Project 971 Sub Brief and USS 
Nautilus SSN-571 Sub Brief. Now, Aaron manages a small 
Patreon page and contributes to The War Zone.
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erdom and dispenser of wisdom had intimate relations 
with orphan desert donkeys that became his handmaidens?

“Is it true that Ray Stone has been instructed by you to visit 
every Hooters in North America to locate a temple to cel-
ebrate your Holy Days… The birthdays of Mr. Fairbanks, 
Mr. Morse, Mr. Sperry, Mr. Rand, Mr. Portsmouth, Mr. 
Groton, and old aunt Manitowoc?

“Has Old Gringo been condemned for consorting and ca-
vorting with known mental defectives via the cyber-electro 
orange juice cans and string? Has he been condemned to 
wander the vast expanse of Baja, California, eating noth-
ing but horny toad washed down with two-X, in search of 
Coronado’s golden rivet?”

“Yes, my disciple. These things you have mentioned are 
true. Olgoat, Cowboy, RamJet, Torsk Doc, Old Gringo, and 
a recently surfaced airdale calling himself ‘Crackerbox,” 
who is a self-admitted dabbler in unorthodox behavioral 
patterns with large numbers of pachyderms in lieu of ad-
ditional commitment… These are true believers… They 
carry the doctrine of Smoke Boatology throughout the 
land. While O. J. visits all the known golf courses in search 
of the elusive fellow who dropped the bloody glove, my 
disciples visit all locations displaying neon Budweiser signs 
and tap handles, in search of wayward sheep who must be 
returned to the flock.”

“You are as wise as you are good-looking. Do you think 
you will be able to save Patty Wayne? Can he be salvaged? 
Can the wicked Hyman be exorcised from his soul? Can 
the evil influence that permeates his invective be banished 
and this most worthy individual returned to the fold?”

“Absolutely. It is written.”

“Goddess… Thank you.”

“Dex, I now must ask you a question…”

“Fire away, Oh Magnificent One, Keeper of the Flame, 
High Priestess of Low-Cost Suds and Locator of Lost Pea-
coats… Ask anything you wish.”

“Did you ever say that if Ray Stone chewed cow shit it 
would improve his breath?”

“No, Dearest. Doc Beeghly entered the temple of my soul 
and screwed with my trim manifold… I love Ray… Not 

Once you got your Dolphins and entered the Brotherhood 
of the Bubbleheads, you were given the inner secrets of the 
Society. Bubbles, Main Induction Goddess and Protector 
of the Homeless Boat Sailor, would listen to your prayers, 
answer embarrassing questions and grant your wishes. All 
except wishes involving early liberty, a bunk that was yours 
exclusively and any questions involving fat girls with big 
tits.

The Goddess was beautiful and would not appear to of-
ficers, shore duty personnel, skimmers or non-quals.

“Oh, Great and Beautiful One… Tell me, why are some 
nuke boats are called ‘boomers?’”

“Oh, unworthy, good-for-nothing, exhaust-breathing 
sonuvabitch, they are called ‘boomers’ because they haul 
stuff that goes ‘boom!’ Same rationale behind the reason 
the craft you ride is called a ‘pigboat’—you smell like gah-
dam pigs!”

“Thank you, Your Most Elevated Highness… Thank you 
for the enlightenment you have bestowed upon the lowly, 
trash-hauling, paint-chipping professional topside watch… 
But Dearest One, another question. How come in nuke 
movies and in Tom Clancy ‘know-it-all’ novels, the milk 
never goes bad? How come? Why don’t you ever hear some 
sonuvabitch come through the control room and mumble, 
‘Gahdam milk’s clabbered… It’s bug juice and panther piss 
from here to the pier.’… Huh, oh, Wisest One?”

“Oh, my simple-minded master of the wire brush and 
paint scraper… My paint-spattered idiot striker… Milk 
does not go bad because the nukes carry a forty-cow dairy 
herd in the after farm compartment, just forward of the 
prairie compartment. This not only provides an uninter-
rupted supply of fresh dairy products but in addition, gives 
men tits to fondle a long way from home.”

“In a series of research experiments performed onboard 
the USS Patty Wayne (SSBFN-One Potato, Two Potato), 
it was found that a nuke boat could trim itself by moving 
the dairy herd fore and aft—thus eliminating the need to 
expend precious electricity or require surfacing for wind-
mill drill.”

“Again, thank you, Oh Generous One. Oh, Source of En-
lightenment, the One True Dispenser of Subsurface Truth 
and Knowledge… Is it true that one called ‘Cowboy,’ your 
dust-covered, rattlesnake-eating Crown Prince of Shitkick-

Bubbles, the Goddess of the Main Induction
by Bob “Dex” Armstrong

(concluded on page 24)
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“Get’cher Chapter News Here 
—Read All About It!”—

When News Breaks, We Pick Up the Pieces... 

New Members
We proudly welcome aboard 
our newest base shipmates:

Gary Lee Wing 
(E6-STS1SS Sonar; 1985-1994;  
Air Force Reserve thru 2012) 
Fiancé: Megan  
612 Cooper Drive 
Placentia, CA 92870-2001 
cell: 707-373-8277 
beniciahawk@gmail.com 
Qualified in 1988 on the USS 
Richard B. Russell (SSN-687) 

Vernon Paul “Max” Murphy 
(E5-EM2SS; served 1993-2000) 
Wife: Aom 
241 E. Elmwood Ave. Apt. 101 
Burbank, CA 91502-2662 
cell: 818-395-7154 
vernonmurphy@att.net 
Qualified in 1997 on the  
USS Jefferson City (SSN-759) 

Bruce Evan Neighbors 
(E4-TM3SS; served ’68-’70) 
Wife: Susan 
3417 S. Carolina Street 
San Pedro, CA 90731-6827 
cell: 310-347-2350 
bruceneighbors@gmail.com 
Qualified in 1969 on the  
USS Ronquil (SS-396) 

William “Greg”  Moore 
(E5-FT2SS; served ’92-’00)  
309 Avenida Del Mar, Apt. A 
San Clemente, CA 92672-1608 
cell: 972-837-5020 
wgregm@gmail.com 
Qualified in 1993 on the USS 
Richard B. Russell (SSN-687) 

Ronald R. Jones 
(E6-IC1SS; served ’70-’82)  
6501 Hannum Ave. 
Culver City, CA 90230-6151 
cell: 213-709-6198 
bik4lif@ca.rr.com 
Qualified in 1973 on the  
USS Haddock (SSN-621) 

Robert F. Schive, Sr. 
(E6-RM1SS; served ’69-’80)  
Life Dual Member-Bonefish Base  
3611 Martinez Lane 
Riverside, CA 92503-6216 
cell: 951-990-2805 
mud1pup@yahoo.com 
Qualified in 1971 on the  
USS Puffer (SSN-652) 

                                               Now Hear This:
• L.A.-Pasadena Nov. meeting to be held as a Zoom 
 conference. To access Zoom, type “Zoom.US” (without  
   the quotation marks) into your internet browser, then 
 select “signup for free.”  Set up your user I.D. and  
 passcode, then on meeting day prior to 11:00 a.m., 
 just follow the steps to sign in.

Our October E-Board and general base meeting was 
actually held at the Memorial site this month; we offer 
this photo as a reminder not only of what our base is 
truly all about, but to show again what a lovely spot 
we’ve all been missing during the pandemic. May 
normalcy return soon to us all!—ed. 
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Los Angeles-Pasadena Base
2020 Calendar of Upcoming Events
 
January 18: Monthly Meeting - “Hobo Day” 

February 15: Monthly Meeting

March 21 Monthly Meeting Cancelled - “Spring Fling” 

April 18 Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference 
 Call for Memorial Day Prep Volunteers

May 16 Field Day at the Memorial Site - 0900  
 Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference 
 Nominating Committee Appointed 
 Call for participants in the  
 Huntington Beach 4th of July Parade

May 23 Field Day at the Memorial Site - 0900

May 25 Member only Memorial Day Service - 1100 
 Sub Memorial, West (Base Members only)

June 20 Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference 
 Call for nominations for 2020 Base Officers

July 4 113th Annual... 
 Huntington Beach 4th of July Parade

July 18 Picnic Meeting Converted to Teleconference 
 Bunker 33, Seal Beach Weapons Station

August 15 Meeting Converted to “Zoom” Conference  
 2020 Base Officer Candidates Announced

September 19 Meeting Converted to “Zoom” Conference 
 Election of Officers

October 17 Abbreviated Meeting Held at Memorial Site 
 Annual Officer Installation Luncheon

November 21 Meeting Converted to “Zoom” Conference

December 19 Meeting Converted to “Zoom” Conference

(continued next page)

L.A.-Pasadena 
Base 50-Year 
Holland Club
(75-year members noted with *)

Bruce Evan Neighbors ..... 2020 

David H. Vanderveen ....... 2019

Philip J. Jaskoviak ............. 2019

Dennis Bott ...................... 2018

James A. Burnett............... 2018

Robert M. Cailor .............. 2018

Robert Miller .................... 2018

John A. Anderson ............. 2017

Roger C. Dunham, MD....2017

Richard McPherson ......... 2017

Harry “Bill” Moak ............ 2017

Louis A. Myerson ............. 2017

Elliot Rada ........................ 2017

Ronald G. Wagner ............ 2017

Dennis J. Walsh ................. 2017

Michael Kish ..................... 2016

Gary Wheaton .................. 2016

Lawrence R. Butler ........... 2015

Samuel T. Higa ................. 2015

Harry P. Ross .................... 2015

Stephen C. Rowe .............. 2015

Charles H. Senior ............. 2015

Larry E. Smith .................. 2015

Sam Aboulafia .................. 2014

David Palagyi .................... 2014

Dennis Neal Parr .............. 2014

Earl Thomas Peratt, Jr. ..... 2014

David D. Semrau, DDS .... 2014

Ray Tracy Teare................. 2014

Milton Harry Boudov ...... 2013

Kenneth Jon Dorn ............ 2013

M. Mark Hoffer ................ 2013

Michael P. Klein ................ 2013

Ronald L. Levenson .......... 2013
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E-Board Meeting Minutes of Oct. 17, 2020
The Los Angeles-Pasadena Base, United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., E-Board 
Meeting was conducted on the morning of Saturday, October 17, 2020. It was 
called to order while in attendance at the WWII Submarine Memorial-West site 
at 1000 hrs. by Commander Dave Vanderveen, with the following members in 
attendance:
 
• Michael “Willie” Williamson, District 6 Commander
• Dave Vanderveen, Base Commander
• Ed Barwick, Base Vice Commander
• Bill Moak, Secretary
• Mike Swanson, Treasurer
• Ray Teare, COB
• Herb “Bo” Bolton, Committee Chair

The minutes from the September meeting were read and approved via motion 
from Ray, seconded by Mike, and moved by voice vote.

Treasurer’s Financial Report: Mike Swanson

Mike Swanson provided an accounts update as of October 15, 2020 as follows:
 
Checking $8,543.89
Savings $14,883.93
Cash On Hand $50.00
Uncleared Checks: $00.00
Total $23,477.82
 
All vendors have been paid up-to-date.
 
Income: $100.00
Expenses: $215.00
 
Flower/Booster Club Donations:
 
Ken Dorn $100.00

A motion to accept the Treasurer’s report was made by Bo, seconded by Bill, and 
approved by voice vote.

WWII Memorial Report: 
 
In Paul Riggs’ absence Dave covered the repair of the flagpole halyard by Weapons 
Station personnel. Paul had had the irrigation issues repaired, but still some 
plumbing and electrical problems remain to be addressed. Dave indicated further 
investigation to repair the nose of the torpedo via revitalization versus painting. 
The situation concerning Memorial Bricks was also addressed, with the status 
quo of “NO” per the base JAG. Dave mentioned Bremerton Base installing bricks 
on Federal land—the Naval Base there—but done without prior authorization or 
approval, nor even mention.

(concluded next page)

(Holland Club Roster, continued)

Edward L. Arnold ............. 2012

T. Michael Bircumshaw .... 2012

Raymond Cheesebrough .2012

Bobby O. Mahaffey ........... 2012

John V. Mahan .................. 2012

Lee Melody ....................... 2012

Clyde Matthew Turner ..... 2012

George R. Walrath ............ 2012

John L. Weisenberger ....... 2012

Edward A. Barwick ........... 2011

Joseph W. Koch, Jr. ........... 2011

Stephen D. Diumenti ....... 2009

David Whittlesey .............. 2009

Dennis A. Yure .................. 2009 

Armen Bagdasarian .......... 2008

Bernard M. Kauderer ....... 2008

Paul A. Riggs ..................... 2008

Rex L. Shields .................... 2008

John L. Von Ulmen .......... 2008

Harold “Hal” Silverman ... 2007

Francis R. Traser ............... 2006

Melquiades Mares, Jr. ....... 2005

Ronald K. Thompson ....... 2004

Michael Varalyai ............... 2004

Hughie T. Blackwell.......... 2003

Robert L. Conboy ............. 2003

James Rogers .................... 2003

John E. Savela, Jr. .............. 2003

Ben Van Devender ............ 2002

Joe L. Lopez, Jr. ................. 2002

Berry S. Yolken ................. 2002

James E. Carter ................. 1999

William F. Long ................ 1999

Herbert J. “Bo” Bolton ..... 1998

Kenneth E. Chunn ............ 1998

Hughes “Carl” Terry ......... 1997

Jack L. Herron .................. 1996

Clifford Bernard Murr ..... 1996

Arthur W. Wilson, Jr. ........ 1996

*James Joseph Chavis (RIP) .1995

*Royal Harrison, Jr. .......... 1995

*Sterling F. Higgins .......... 1995

*Robert Clair Koplin ........ 1995

*Mark Maynard ................ 1994

*William J. Dillon ............. 1993

*Harold Staggs .................. 1992
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E-Board Meeting Minutes…
(concluded from previous page)

    The harrowing fire aboard 
the Russian nuclear-powered 
mini-submarine Losharik that 
claimed the lives of fourteen 
of Russia’s most experienced 
submariners and shocked 
the world community this 
week is a reminder of just 
how threatening fire is to 
submarines and the brave 
people who operate them. 
Any fire aboard any vessel 
can be perilous, but flames, 
and the noxious smoke and 
gasses they produce, unleashed 
within the tight confines and 
self-contained atmosphere of 
a submarine present a whole 
other level of danger for ship 
and crew. But don’t take it 
from this landlubber. Instead, 
veteran U.S. Navy submariners 
Aaron ‘Jive Turkey’ Amick and 
Eric Moreno offer candid and 
detailed explanations of the 
threat of fire on submariners 
in the wake of the Losharik 
incident.

Veteran U.S. Navy 
Submariners 
Explain Why 
Fire is So Deadly 
Aboard a 
Submarine
After the tragic incident aboard 
the Russian special missions 
submarine Losharik, we asked 
the experts why fire is so dan-
gerous to submarines. 
(from The War Zone website; 
posted July 6, 2019) 
 by Tyler Rogoway

(continued on next page)

Holiday Luncheon: 
 
Given the unknowns and likelihood of restrictions near year-end, the Board 
decided that cancellation of this year’s luncheon would be communicated 
during the General Meeting.

For the Good of the Order:  
Bill inquired as to the success of Zoom meeting attendance, and Dave reported 
we actually have been doing better than counterparts in USSVI. That is in 
comparison to available data.

Dave brought up that the Dolphin Museum in San Diego is reopening, 
and whether we might gather a group of members to go down to visit. Bill 
mentioned a previous visit years back, when Dolphin was still an active boat.  
(Note: a comprehensive photo essay/tour through the Dolphin was recently 
presented in The Periscope.—ed.) 

At 1030 hrs. Ray made a motion to adjourn, seconded by Mike and passed by 
voice vote.

Respectfully submitted October 23, 2020,

Bill Moak
Secretary, L.A.-Pasadena Base, USSVI

+
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FOX Traffic: 
Bulletins from USSVI—Regional and National
Here’s the link to the newest issue of American Submariner.

Cheers,
Dave

From: “USSVI POC: William C. Andrea” <NJVC@USSVI.ORG>
Date: October 12, 2020
Subject: American Submariner magazine 2020 4th Qtr. now online
Reply-To: NJVC@USSVI.ORG
Submitted by: Wayne Standerfer, National Commander on 10/12/2020

Shipmates,

The American Submariner magazine 2020 4th Quarter Edition is now posted on our 
National Website.

Open the USSVI website: https://bit.ly/33T7oWc

Log On with your Login Name and Password.

 Click on the blue “USSVI Magazine” button about halfway down the left-side menu.

Click on the top left button, “Current Edition.”

All the Best and stay safe,
Wayne Standerfer
National Commander

Shipmates and Ladies,

Here’s information from USSVI about the coming year’s scholarship program.

Dave

From: markiewiczjohn4@gmail.com
Sent: Mon., Oct. 12, 2020
Subject: REVISED VERSION OF 2021-2022 ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 
DESCRIPTION AND PROCESS

The following was received from Scholarship Program Chairman RADM Robert Frick, 
USN, retired:
 
“As a result of all of the concern over the errors in my original submission of this year’s 
Scholarship announcement, I have revised that document and I attached that revision 
here.

My intent was to relay the long-standing history of the submarine veterans of WWII 
(continued on next page)

Note that the following e-bulletins from Regional and National appear in these pages in 
the order received. The most recent information therefore appears toward the back.—ed.

(continued on next page)

Fire Aboard Subs
(continued from previous page)

In one of his outstanding 
‘whiteboard’ explainers, Amick 
goes into the nuts and bolts 
of the threat of submarine 
fires and how they are dealt 
with. As you can see, there is 
much more to it than what 
immediately meets the eye, 
from how submarine floors 
‘float’ on ledges against the 
hull, to the different classes 
of fire, including those that 
can start by countermeasures 
that are actually activated by 
seawater and burn incredibly 
hot in a sustained manner, to 
how little time there actually is 
to diagnose and address a fire 
before it becomes catastrophic.

Veteran U.S. Navy submariner 
Eric Moreno, who runs the 
popular Reddit page R/
Submarines and the Tac 
Ops podcast, also shared his 
insights with The War Zone 
regarding the menacing nature 
of fire on submarines: 

Every submarine has a 
different way to deal with 
casualties. This is based 
on how different they are 
designed due to mission 
requirements. The Ocean 
Gate research submarine 
Titan deals with casualties 
completely differently than a 
military research submarine 
like Losharik. This is due to 
submarine design, personnel, 
technology available, and 
training. 

    One thing that is similar 
among every submarine, 
and ship for that matter, is 
the procedures utilized to 
deal with each casualty. Here 
is a picture of the PIP—
Procedure In Place—on the 
USS Cavalla (SS-244). This 
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and subsequent reorganizations in the support provided to all submarine veterans.  

I do request that this revision, contained herein, be uploaded onto the ussvi.org Scholar-
ship Application page on our website and the announcement currently posted on that 
page be removed.”
 
Ken Earls & Steve Bell, please coordinate posting the revised document on the USSVI & 
CF Websites.

Michael Bircumshaw, please publish this revised document in place of the original docu-
ment submitted to the American Submariner.

Regional Directors, please ensure this revised document is distributed to your District 
Commanders and Bases.
 
JOHN E. MARKIEWICZ, IPNC
PRESIDENT, USSV-CF

Periscope readers, for those interested, printed below is the complete text of the scholarship 
document discussed above.—ed.

Announcement & Launch of the USSV-CF Academic Scholarship Program  
Application Process and Procedure.

Purpose and Background:

Since its inception the United States Submarine Veterans, Inc. (USSVI), most recently 
through the USSV-Charitable Foundation,  has for more than Fifty Years led as the model 
of an exceptionally successful effort to recognize the Submarine Veterans of World War I, 
World War II, the Unending Cold War and the fight to control extremist terrorism across 
the World.  During this period of  totally dedicated volunteer based efforts of leaders and 
teams of men and women who represent these associated warriors and their families has 
resulted in the growth of their gladly given charity and hard work which has been instru-
mental in the recognition of the men, the crews and ships of great honor as well as the 
charitable contributions in the names of children undergoing severe disease and depen-
dents who wish only to achieve great things through advanced education.

As part of this universal effort the USSVI & the USSV-CF Scholarship Committee will 
continue to make every effort to obtain additional philanthropic donations for the ad-
vancement of the generational offspring of the Members of the United States Veterans, Inc. 
with the sole purpose of assisting the dependents of our everyday Submarine Heroes, both 
Active Duty and Retired.

The Scholarship Program’s efforts to obtain philanthropic grants, endowments and dona-
tions from across the Submarine Community and the Military Industrial Corporations 
continues.

USSVI believes and is founded on the principles of Honor, Duty, Service and Sacrifice to 
our Nation and it is for the very significant effort of our membership that the USSV-CF 
will strive to grow and award increasingly higher value scholarships to more qualified ap-
plicants.

USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

(continued on next page)

(continued on next page)

Fire Aboard Subs
(continued from previous page)

is a metal book that holds the 
procedures for every casualty.

    Grabbing a rocket booster 
and running out of the 
torpedo room to throw it 
topside is just one of the many 
crazy things we are accustomed 
to. Submariners run drills 
multiple times a day almost 
every day to ensure they are 
ready for any emergency.

    The three most common 
casualty drills run on any 
nuclear submarine are fire, 
flooding, and random reactor 
drills. All three are treated 
specially by the U.S. Navy. 
Even when a U.S. submarine 
is in port, the submariners 
drill for fire and flooding 
casualties. The U.S. Navy’s 
submarine force trains all 
their submariners in the “Fire 
Fighting Trainer” and the 
“Wet Trainer.” This gives the 
submariners the most accurate 
and controlled environment 
to simulate what can’t be 
simulated underway.

    Fires onboard submarines, 
historically, have been the 
most common casualty. That is 
why it is the top priority: train 
against the biggest threats. 

    So what causes fires? 
Cigarettes burning in butt 
cans/ashtrays can be the most 
common reason fires are called 
away. A full butt can will make 

PIP aboard USS Cavalla
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USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

USSV-CF Application Process

This next program academic year, from August 2021 to August 2022, will represent 
both modernization, change and growth of our charitable efforts through our Web-
based scholarship application and award program and a significant growth in dona-
tions from organizations and individual membership efforts to support an enduring 
and unending advanced education scholarship program.

In conjunction with the Web-based Program USSV-CF will coordinate closely with 
each certified Institute of higher education and all awarded scholarship funds will be 
deposited in the Scholarship Awardee’s Account at that Institution with instructions 
that all awarded funds will be applied directly to the Tuition, Room and Board and 
associated costs administered through the Bursar or equivalent administrative office 
within that Institution. In the event that the Awardee does not attend his or her regis-
tered institution the unused funds will be returned to the USSV CF Treasury. 

Application Initiation Process

The 2021-2022 Scholarship Program and Application Procedure and associated 
processes will be “launched” and the application website will open for applications on 
or about 31 October 2020.  USSVI Members in good standing may sponsor a child or 
grandchild (including legal custody of step-children) for application for the USSV-CF 
Academic Scholarships. 

NOTE:

The application software program will require sponsored Student Scholar Applicants 
to register with their personal email address and associated information. Automated 
verification will then require each applicant to verify their email address. Once that 
verification is complete the student scholar may initiate their individual application.

The website address and link are posted below for ease of registration and application.

All completed applications will be reviewed, evaluated and scored by the USSV-CF 
Academic Scholarship Committee. Upon completion of all evaluations and scoring the 
USSV-CF Committee will select awards based on a competitive based program focused 
on academic performance, financial need, letters of recommendation and completion 
of an essay. Each applicant must show proof of enrollment or acceptance at an institu-
tion of higher academic or technical pursuit.

Automated emails to each applicant will assist in guiding the applicant and informing 
each applicant when they have achieved application completion. Awards and non-
awards will be announced by personal letter via email to each applicant. It is expected 
that the USSV-CF Academic Scholarship announcements will be provided on or before 
15 June 2021.

As an additional asset the USSV-CF Scholarship Applicant will also have the ability to 
apply to the Dolphin Scholarships and associated awards assuming they meet those 
qualification standards and complete competitive applications. By Teaming with the 
Dolphin Scholarship Program, USSV-CF believes that applicants will be able to submit 
additional scholarship applications using the Dolphin Scholarship Program co-located 
on the Application Website.

(concluded on next page)

Fire Aboard Subs
(continued from previous page)

a nice size fire. Cigarettes are 
the only open flame allowed 
on most submarines. The 
U.S. Navy prohibited the use 
of cigarettes on subs on Jan 
1st, 2011. Electrical fires are 
the second most common. 
They can be relentless and 
require special knowledge to 
secure power or else they will 
continuously reignite. 

    Fires on submarines are 
special. You cannot treat 
them like a normal house 
fire. During a house fire, the 
heat and smoke have a way 
to escape. It is dissipated 
into the atmosphere. There 
is no means of escape on a 
submarine, not just for the 
people but also for heat and 
smoke. The heat and smoke 
immediately rise and collect 
in the highest space. 

    Military submarines 
like nuclear fast attack 
submarines (SSN), nuclear 
ballistic missile submarines 
(SSBN), and even some 
diesel-electric submarines 
(SSK) have multiple levels. 
This allows heat and smoke 
to dissipate. The larger a 
space, the more atmosphere 
there is to ‘absorb’ a fire. 
This gives the crew more 
time to properly react. That 
“PIP” shown above takes 
time to pull out, read, and 
execute. The smaller your 
submarine is the smaller the 
atmosphere is. The smaller 
the atmosphere is the less 
time you have to react.

    Single-level submarines 
like the Losharik force the 
heat and smoke sideways, 
directly toward the entire 
crew. Smoke inhalation is 
more common on single- 

(concluded on next page)
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USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(concluded from previous page)

Application Registration

Grandchildren, Children, Legal dependents of Sponsors who are “Members in Good 
Standing” of USSVI or their direct families may register and initiate a Scholarship Ap-
plication Process. 

Current Multi-Year Scholarship awardees must use this web-based application for 
renewal of their multi-year award. 

Please select this website or copy and paste into your website browser to initiate appli-
cation for a USSV-CF Academic Scholarship: (Only the Student Scholar May Register 
with his or her personal email; the system will respond with an email verification to 
the registered applicant, use of a separate email address will result in an unqualified 
application.) 

http://subforcescholarships.smapply.io

Rear Admiral Robert E Frick USN (Ret) SS Holland
Chairman, USSV-CF Academic Scholarship Program
Refrickussvcf@gmail.com

Shipmates and Ladies,
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave

From: “USSVI POC: William C. Andrea” <NJVC@USSVI.ORG>
Date: October 29, 2020
Subject: Charitable Foundation Bulletin
Submitted by: Ken Earls, Charitable Foundation Executive Director & Treasurer

This is a “once-in-a-century” year! It has been going on since March and will continue 
until we get a viable Coronavirus vaccine.

So, the holiday season will arrive, despite all of the hurdles we are facing, and many of 
us will attempt to respond in some viable manner.

Consider shopping on Amazon and use Smile.Amazon.com when doing that. Every 
purchase you make on Smile.Amazon.com results in a donation to the USSV Charita-
ble Foundation. We have been averaging about $90.00 per month from Smile.Amazon.
com over the past few months and we have the opportunity to bump that up substan-
tially. There is no additional cost to you as the buyer, it is exactly the same as shopping 
on Amazon.com. The only difference is that on Smile.Amazon.com, Amazon shares a 
portion of the purchase with us.

Ken Earls
Executive Director & Treasurer
Charitable Foundation, USSVI

P.S. Received a short time later.—ed.:

A few shipmates have had a problem finding USSVI on the Amazon Smile website. We 
are listed as: “US Submarine Veterans Charitable Foundation, Inc.”

Thank you,
Ken Earls
Charitable Foundation Exec. Director & Treasurer

Fire Aboard Subs
(concluded from previous page)

level submarines due to the 
minimal time the crew has 
to don emergency breathing 
masks. Emergency breathing 
masks are easily accessible but 
still take time to put on with a 
proper seal. 

    The fact that her crew put 
out this fire, surfaced the boat 
[or mated with her mothership] 
and got towed back to 
Severomorsk without further 
incident is a true testament to 
the ones that survived. 

Losharik is a very unique, 
deep-diving, special missions 
submarine. Its name is a 
reference to its exotic internal 
design that is anything but 
apparent when viewing her 
externally. Moreno states:

    Losharik was named after 
a Russian stop-motion circus 
animal magically made of 
balls by a circus performer…. 
Seriously.  This is in reference to 
her internal hull structure being 
made of spheres instead of the 
standard cylinder setup. This 
gives Losharik the ability to dive 
down to very extreme depths. 

Russia says that the fire 
occurred in Losharik’s 
battery compartment. One 
can only imagine how its 
unique spherical-pressure-
vessels-strung-together 
design would have impacted 
the fire and how it was able 
to be effectively fought. But 
regardless of the design, it’s 
ironic and chilling to think 
that the biggest threat to 
any submarine, a vessel that 
operates below hundreds or 
even thousands of feet of 
water, is fire. 

Contact the author:  
Tyler@thedrive.com
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Armstrong - Bubble, the Goddess of the Main Induction
(concluded from page 14)

the ‘light in the loafers, Tinkerbell’ kind of love. The kind a submarine sailor feels for any  
sonuvabitch buying beer.”

And thus she disappeared, leaving behind a telltale hint of diesel fuel and the aroma of the  
number two sanitary tank inboard vent.

USS Columbia (SSN-721)
USS Connecticut (SSN-22)
USS Delaware (SSN-791)
USS Greeneville (SSN-772)
USS Helena (SSN-725)
USS Hyman G. Rickover (SSN-795)

USS Montana (SSN-794)
USS North Dakota (SSN-784)
USS Kentucky Blue (SSBN-737)
USS Kentucky Gold (SSBN-737)
USS Maine Blue (SSBN-741)

SUBMARINES IN NEED OF ADDITIONAL SPONSORS 

USSVI Boat Sponsorship Program 
P.O. Box 3870 
Silverdale, WA 98398-3870
Please indicate BSP and the name  
of the sponsored boat or organization in 
the memo field of your check

Mail your 
check to:

Questions?  
Jack Messersmith 
(928) 227-7753  
or e-mail  
MesserJ109@gmail.com

Take
Plu !egnthe

Send three American Submariner  
subscriptions to your favorite boat! 
• Sponsorhip is only $30 a year
• Add a USSVI Calendar for only $7 more

✓  Reach potential new members  
by sending three annual  
subscriptions of American  
Submariner to the boat or  
organization of your choice

✓  First-time sponsors receive a  
Boat Sponsorship Patch

✓  All sponsors entered into the  
quarterly Boat Model Giveaway  
drawing (one entry per  
sponsorship)—a $500 value

Keep a zero bubble . . .  Dex.

The USS Los Angeles (SSN-688) 
and the USS Pasadena (SSN-752) 
—our base’s two namesake boats.
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Now, here they were having din-
ner more than four decades later 
— two men who joined the Navy 
and volunteered for the subma-
rine service, the most dangerous 
duty in the military in WWII — 
reliving that night again through 
each other’s eyes.

You would think when the first 
torpedo hit the carrier, then the 
second, there would be a sense 
of dread among the POWs on 
board who had just cheated 
death on their own sub, now 
staring at it again.

Instead, they cheered, Rocek 
said. They began jumping up 
and down, and yelling, “Sink the 
SOB,” even though they were on 
it. They were sealing their own 
fate, but it didn’t matter. Only 
sinking that 20,000-ton carrier 
did.

They knew what they were getting into when they joined 
the submarine service. Casualties were high, but so were 
results. Submarines comprised less than 2% of the Navy, 
yet accounted for more than 55% of all enemy ships sunk 
in the war.

They were about to add one more.

Aboard the Sailfish, there was no cheering when the order 
came to fire, there was only apprehension. If they missed, 
those destroyers only two football fields away would be 
dropping depth charges on them they couldn’t outrun.

With the weather this bad, missing the target was a real 
possibility. They were in the middle of a typhoon with 
30-foot-high waves. It was pitch black, two o’clock in the 
morning. Their periscopes were useless. They couldn’t get a 
visual sighting on the target.

“We had to use radar, which had just been installed in our 
sub in January, 1943,” said Dillon, a Topanga resident. 

Stories of Heroes Aboard Submarine in World War II Surface 

Radar Man Bill Dillon from Topanga Recalls 
Battle with Japanese Navy in 1943 

(Reproduced from the L.A. Daily News website—published October 9, 2020)

by Dennis McCarthy

They were a couple of tough, old World War II submari-
ners meeting for the first time at a reunion in 1987 when 
small talk turned serious, and they realized they had 
shared one hell of a night 44 years earlier in the middle 
of a typhoon off the southern coast of Japan.

“He was getting sunk and I was trying to sink him,” Bill 
Dillon said. You can’t get any clearer than that.

Dillon was a radar man on the USS Sailfish (SS-192) — a 
submarine tracking the Japanese carrier Chuyo, escorted 
by two destroyers, as it headed back to port fully loaded 
with fighter planes.

“Intercept and sink,” the orders came down.

No one on the Sailfish knew there were 21 American 
POWs aboard the Chuyo who had served on the USS 
Sculpin (SS-191), her sister submarine that went down 
during an attack on a Japanese convoy weeks earlier. 
George Rocek was one of them.

George Rocek (left) and Bill Dillon. Dillon was radar man aboard the submarine USS Swordfish 
(SS-192) that sank a Japanese carrier, Chuyo, in WWII. Rocek was one of 21 POWs on board the 
Chuyo, and the only POW to survive. The men met for the first time at a 1987 submarine reunion.

(concluded on page 26)
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Bill Dillon Remembers the Sinking of the Chuyo
(concluded from page 25)

Bill Dillon in 1945 stands in front of the sub’s conning tower, behind which the sub’s 
captain issued his commands for firing torpedoes when they were on the surface.

“This was December 3 of the same year, and we had never 
used it. This was the first time. All I saw were blips on the 
screen to tell us they were out there, but exactly where?

“When we got within 2,500 feet, the blips grew larger, and 

we started loading the torpedoes, 
but we couldn’t hold any depth. 
We were up 30 feet one minute, 
down 60 feet the next. There 
were no seatbelts.

“The guys in the torpedo room 
were hitting their heads on the 
ceiling, then slamming down on 
the floor. It took them hours to 
load those four torpedoes. We 
heard two booms. We knew we 
had hit something, but what?”

Meanwhile, on the Chuyo, all 
hell was breaking loose, includ-
ing the POWs. Suddenly, guard-
ing prisoners of war wasn’t that 
important. It was every man for 
himself. Rocek jumped over-
board, and was later picked up by 
one of the enemy destroyers. All 
the other POWs drowned.

He was brought to Japan where 
he worked in the mines until the 
end of the war in 1945. He died 
in 2007 at the age of 86, and Dil-
lon wanted to pay his respects to 
his old friend and all the World 
War II submariners still alive.

They signed up for the most dan-
gerous duty in the war, the least 
we can do is remember that.

“It took us more than nine hours 
and 11 torpedoes to sink that 
carrier,” the 96-year-old Dillon 
said. “The POWs on board went 
through hell again after losing 
their submarine, and still they 
cheered, wanting that carrier 
sunk. What amazing courage.”

By dawn the next morning, the 
typhoon had passed and the skies 
were clear. The periscope on the 

USS Sailfish went up just as the Chuyo was going down.

Dennis McCarthy’s column runs on Sunday. He can be 
reached at dmccarthynews@gmail.com.
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men from the surfaced sub under cover of 
darkness to go ashore on Karafuto, Japan. 
They embedded a nearby train track with 
explosives and raced back to the Barb as the 
bombs detonated, shooting train car pieces 
and debris 200 feet in the air. The Barb’s 
battle flag featured a train in honor of this 
exploit.

In addition to Fluckey’s Medal of Honor, Barb 
crew members earned six Navy Crosses, 23 Silver 
Stars and 23 Bronze Stars, among other awards.

The Barb is actually the third of its name.  
Following the decommissioning of the origi-
nal Barb in 1947, another was commissioned 
in 1963, serving in Vietnam and then becom-
ing a test platform for the new Tomahawk 
cruise missile.

Lehman, the destroyer’s namesake, served under President 
Ronald Reagan. A former Navy captain, Lehman as Sec-
Nav pushed for a 600-ship Navy fleet—a legacy relevant to 
today as service leaders advocate to grow the fleet to 500 
ships.

“Lehman’s bold maritime strategy to surge U.S. naval 
power into the Soviet maritime domain sent a strong signal 
to the Soviet Union that President Reagan’s ‘peace through 
strength’ motto was no empty phrase, thus hastening the 
end of the Cold War,” Navy officials said in a news release. 
“He also paved a path to engagement with China, leading 
to the first U.S. ships entering Chinese waters in more than 
thirty years.”

In the announcement, Braithwaite said both ship names 
carry a great legacy that will inspire those in uniform.

“These naval combatants, and many others named after 
historic leaders and battle-tested namesakes, are one of the 
key components of our great Naval culture and heritage,” 
he said. “The other is the men and women who volunteer 
to serve this great nation above self, adding to the fabric of 
honor, courage and commitment which guides our great 
Navy each and every day.”

Both future ships await construction; their commissioning 
dates are yet to be determined.

Hope Hodge Seck can be reached at hope.seck@military.com. 
Follow her on Twitter at @HopeSeck.

Navy Names Newest Sub After WWII Legend  
That Sank 17 Ships and Blew Up a Train

(Reproduced from the Military.com website - October 14, 2020)

by Hope Hodge Seck

Once again, the Navy will have USS Barb in the 
fleet.

On Tuesday, Navy Secretary Kenneth Braith-
waite announced the names of two new vessels: the John 
F. Lehman, a future guided-missile destroyer named for 
the 65th SecNav; and the Barb, a future Virginia-class 
submarine named for a sub with the distinction of sink-
ing the most tonnage of Japanese shipping during World 
War II—including an aircraft carrier. (Actually, Tang is 
credited with sinking the most tonnage in WWII.—ed.)

The original Barb, commissioned in 1942, would carry 
out twelve patrols over the course of the war, to devastat-
ing effect on the enemy. On her eleventh patrol alone, 
she sank four Japanese commercial ships and a number 
of other small vessels and executed a harrowing torpedo 
attack off the coast of China, maneuvering back to safety 
through mined and rocky waters.

The sub’s crew would earn the coveted Presidential Unit 
Citation for that mission, and her commander, Eugene 
Fluckey, would earn the Medal of Honor.

On September 17, 1944, the Barb sank the Japanese car-
rier Unyo just a day after rescuing fourteen British and 
Australian prisoners of war from the Japanese cargo ship 
Rakuyu Maru.

In July, 1945, the Barb would claim her final conquest: 
not a ship at all, but a railroad train. Fluckey sent eight 

Members of the USS Barb’s demolition squad pose with her battle flag at the con-
clusion of her 12th war patrol at Pearl Harbor in August, 1945. (Navy photo.)
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departure impossible. 

An earlier post cites issues with the towing company’s 
insurance as the reason for the delay. 

Officials say that despite the delay, the submarine’s mu-
seum crew has been busy preparing for the voyage. 

On the bright side, Cod’s crew has done incredible work 
to prepare the sub for the tow, from installing an auxiliary 
power generator to stowing crew snacks and beverages for 
an 18-hour tow as well as a 60-day visit to the shipyard. 
Work on restoring electrical circuits in the forward battery 
is continuing as well. Let’s hope any delay is manageable by 
our friends at the shipyard and elsewhere.

Problems Delay World War II Submarine 
Headed to Erie for Repairs

(Reproduced from the Erie News Now website - October 12, 2020)

The departure date of the USS Cod, a World War II 
fleet submarine scheduled to drydock in Erie for 
repairs, is up in the air. 

After announcing last month the vessel would be towed 
from its berth in Cleveland to Erie sometime in Octo-
ber, last-minute complications have led to an unknown 
departure date. 

According to a Facebook group known as “USS Cod 
Drydock 2020,” the likelihood of the vessel being towed 
to Erie in the next few weeks is “very remote.” 

The post goes on to say that the towing company has put 
forth a list of last-minute demands that make a timely 
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MAIL 
BUOYWherein 

we present 
occasional 
letters of 
interest...
—ed.

(Note: Our base subsequently won these awards. 
Please excuse the poor reproduction quality—ed.)
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SEALION
S-36
S-26
SHARK I
PERCH
S-27
GRUNION
S-39
ARGONAUT
AMBERJACK
GRAMPUS
TRITON
PICKEREL
GRENADIER
RUNNER
R-12
GRAYLING
POMPANO

CISCO
S-44
DORADO
WAHOO
CORVINA
SCULPIN
CAPELIN
SCORPION
GRAYBACK
TROUT
TULLIBEE
GUDGEON
HERRING
GOLET
S-28
ROBALO
FLIER

In memory
 of the

 fifty-two
submarines

 lost in
 World War II

HARDER
SEAWOLF
DARTER
SHARK II
TANG
ESCOLAR
ALBACORE
GROWLER
SCAMP
SWORDFISH
BARBEL
KETE
TRIGGER
SNOOK
LAGARTO
BONEFISH
BULLHEAD

(Photo by Carol Banning)

USS Lionfish (SS-298) at anchor   
Photo taken by and used with permission of Ocean  
Technical Services, copyright 2000. Lombardi@star.net


